
Parents/carers.
• In English we practise a skill and then apply it in a piece of 

writing. 

• This week we will be learning the skill how to turn a word 
into a plural.

• We will then apply it when we write a tweet and shopping 
list. 



Writing

Monday 30th March 2020 
LO: I can add a suffix to make a 

word plural.



Word of the Week: determined

Definition: making a firm decision.



Singular and Plural

The word ‘singular’ means just one of something. 
For example, a house or a boy. 

The word ‘singular’ is very similar so ‘single’.
This can help us to remember the meanings of 

singular and plural.

The word ‘plural’ means more than one of something.
For example, houses or boys.



Can you work out which of these words 
are plural?

houses dynamite flowers sheets pigs

wolf
bricks

wire flamingo sticks

Plural Singular



Adding ‘s’
To make most nouns plural, we simply add an ‘s’ to the end of the 

word.

zebras peas

footballers logs



Adding ‘es’
If the noun ends in ch, sh, s, ss, x, zz or z, most of the time we add 

'es'

sandwiches glasses

buses boxes



Adding ‘ies’

However, if the noun ends in a consonant and a ‘y’, most of the time 
we replace ‘y’ with ‘ies’.

baby babies key keys



Teach

• When a words ends in (consonant y) we add ies

baby babies



Teach

• When a words ends in (consonant y) we add ies

fly flies



Teach

• When a words ends in (consonant y) we add ies

berry berries



Practise

• Can you turn these words into a plural.

• Don’t get caught out!

nappy brush play

brick berry reply



Your Task:

Write a shopping 
list using plurals. 

Bananas
Oranges
Milk
Sausages
Berries
Cherries



Look out for…

The English language is complicated and there are lots of exceptions 
to these rules.

One exception to look out for is nouns that end in ‘f’ or ‘fe’. These 
become ‘ves’ when they are made into plurals.

loaf loaves



Singular to Plural

exceptions

loaf loaves

wife wives

foot feet

sheep sheep



Writing

Tuesday 31st March 2020.

LO: I create a tweet including a plural. 



Word of the Week: determined

Definition: making a firm decision.



Revision of skills

• Capital letters and full stops.

• Plurals -s   , -es,    -ies



Recap - Adding ‘s’
To make most nouns plural, we simply add an ‘s’ to the end of the 

word.

zebras peas

footballers logs



Recap - Adding ‘es’
If the noun ends in ch, sh, s, ss, x, zz or z, most of the time we add 

'es'

sandwiches glasses

buses boxes



Recap - Adding ‘ies’

However, if the noun ends in a consonant and a ‘y’, most of the time 
we replace ‘y’ with ‘ies’.

baby babies key keys



Your Task:

To create a tweet that includes a plural.

I wonder how many replies I will get to this.



Parents/carers.
• In English we practise a skill and then apply it in a piece of 

writing. 

• Now we will be learning about simple and complex sentences.

• We will then apply the skills when we write a set of 
instructions to our favourite game.



Writing

Wednesday 1st Arpil 2020.

LO: I can recognise and write a 
simple sentence.



Word of the Week: determined

Definition: making a firm decision.



What is a simple sentence?

• It contains one subjects (person, object) and one verb (one 
activity).

• The sun is shining.

•Mrs Ramlall is smiling.

•Mrs Foley wrote a list.



Practise – Can you unscramble the sentence

lady over

tins. The

knocked the

Click to 
reveal 

the 
answer

The lady knocked over the tins.

The lady knocked over the tins. next



people in

car. Five

sat a

Five people sat in a car.

Five people sat in a car.

Click to 
reveal 

the 
answer

nextback

Practise – Can you unscramble the sentence



checked the

baby. Dad

on sleeping
Click to 
reveal 

the 
answer

Dad checked on the sleeping baby.

Dad checked on the sleeping baby. nextback

Practise – Can you unscramble the sentence



children on

blocks. Two

climbed the

Two children climbed on the blocks.

Two children climbed on the blocks.

Click to 
reveal 

the 
answer

back

Practise – Can you unscramble the sentence



Your Task:

Can you write a simple sentence about each of the 
pictures? 



Writing

Thursday 2nd April 2020.

LO: I can recognise and write a 
complex sentence.



Word of the Week: determined

Definition: making a firm decision.



What is a complex sentence?

• It extends a simple sentence with a subordinating conjunction.
• (When, if, that, because).
• This allows us to add more information.

• It is hot when the sun is shining.

• Mrs Ramlall is smiling because she heard a joke.

• Mrs Foley wouldn’t forget because she wrote a list.



The monster roared loudly and he chased the little 
girl.

When we use a conjunction e.g. and, both clauses are as 
important as each other.

Subordinating Conjunctions

Sometimes we want to add more information to our sentences. This 
information is extra and not as important as our main clause.

When we want to do this, we use a subordinating conjunction.



Subordinating Conjunctions

There are lots of subordinating conjunctions but we are going to look 
more closely at these four:

when

that

if

because



Subordinating Conjunctions
Look at the clauses below. Which of our 4 subordinating conjunctions 

(when, if, that because) would join these together best?

I used one of Jerome’s pencils. I had lost mine.I used one of Jerome’s pencils because I had lost mine.



Subordinating Conjunctions
Look at the clauses below. Which of our 4 subordinating conjunctions 

(when, if, that because) would join these together best?

Mum said I could have dessert. I ate all my tea.Mum said I could have dessert if I ate all my tea.



Subordinating Conjunctions
Look at the clauses below. Which of our 4 subordinating conjunctions 

(when, if, that because) would join these together best?

I will cut the grass. It stops raining.I will cut the grass when it stops raining.



Subordinating Conjunctions
Look at the clauses below. Which of our 4 subordinating conjunctions 

(when, if, that, because) would join these together best?

The boy loved the toy. His grandfather gave it to him.The boy loved the toy when his grandfather gave it to him.



Subordinating Conjunctions
The subordinating conjunction doesn’t always have to be in the middle 

of the sentence. It can also be used at the beginning.

Because I had tidied my room, my mum said I could play with the dog.

Subordinating 
conjunction



Your Task:



Writing

Friday 3rd April 2020

LO: I can write a set of instructions 
including simple and complex sentences.



Word of the Week: determined

Definition: making a firm decision.



Revision of skills

• Capital letters and full stops.

• Cursive handwriting 

• Subordinating conjunctions       When, if, that, because

• Simple Sentence



Today you are going to write a set of 
instructions.
• Have a look on the next slide at all the features of 

instructions.





Your Task:

Can you write a set of 
instructions, telling the three 
little wolves and the big bad 
pig, how to play your favourite 
game?

How many of the features can 
you include in your 
instructions?



My Example

How to Play Tag

You Will Need: 
- Some friends

Instructions
1. Firstly you must decide who is ‘it’.
2. Then you must all run away from that person because you don’t want them 

to catch you.
3. Next, the person who is ‘it’ must run and try and catch someone.
4. When they catch up with someone, the must tap them and say tag.
5. Now the person the caught is ‘it’ and the game can start again. 



Revision of skills

• Capital letters and full stops.

• Cursive handwriting 

• Subordinating conjunctions       When, if, that, because

• Simple Sentence


